Nagle Tract - History
• January 5, 1987 – Township filed a petition for substantive
certification of its affordable housing plan with COAH
• February 24, 1988- Township purchases the Nagle Tract as the
intended location of an affordable housing development
• May 16, 1988- COAH adopts a Resolution granting the Township
substantive certification of its affordable housing plan; Nagle Tract
identified as the location of 148 units (100% affordable)
• July 9, 1997- COAH adopts a Resolution granting the Township
substantive certification of its affordable housing plan; Nagle Tract
identified as location of 148 units (100% affordable)

Nagle Tract - Recent History
• March 16, 2018 – Moorestown resolves its Affordable Housing
Declaratory Judgment lawsuit by entering into a settlement
agreement with Fair Share Housing Center; Nagle Tract proposed
location of a 152 unit development, 45 of which would be set aside as
affordable (30%).
• November 18, 2020 – Fair Share Housing Center agrees to amend the
settlement agreement to permit the developer of the Nagle Tract to
apply for funding for 2021 to build a 152 unit development with 76
units (50%) set aside as affordable; the 31 unit yield difference allows
Township to avoid having to provide these units through the more
costly Market to Affordable and Accessory Apartment programs
(estimated savings of $2.4 million)

Nagle Tract – Recent History
• February 22, 2021 – Judge Dow enters Conditional Judgment of
Compliance and Repose (this provides immunity from builders’ remedy
lawsuits); conditions include requiring Township to select developer within
90 days, and to expeditiously work with developer to submit a 2021
application for mixed income tax credits (deadline- August 31, 2021)
• March 8, 2021 – Council adopts Resolution authorizing execution of
Memorandum of Understanding appointing Walters-Cornerstone
Development LLC as the developer of the Nagle Tract
• March 12, 2021 – Lockheed Martin and Department of the Navy send
letters to the Township that national security concerns preclude
development of Nagle Tract for any reason due to proximity to CSEDS
facility; Lockheed proposes to exchange Nagle for nearby land it owns

Lockheed Martin Proposed Land Swap

Nagle Tract

Options
• Refuse the land swap:

• Navy could exercise power of eminent domain to condemn the Nagle Tract, with only
requirement be to provide “just compensation” for the taking; ”just compensation” is bare
land costs, which is worth much less to Township since value to Township includes potential
yield of affordable housing units that could be provided at the property
• Lose land + costs offer from Lockheed Martin
• It would be impossible to locate, investigate (due diligence), and purchase alternate land to
accommodate 76 units by August 31, 2021
• Township would fail to satisfy conditions of the Judgment of Compliance, with consequence
being a potential loss of immunity from builders remedy lawsuits

• Accept the land swap:

• Get a slightly larger piece of land, and receive compensation for any additional cost to
develop as compared to developing Nagle Tract
• Able to pursue development this year and meet conditions of Judgment of Compliance
• Retain immunity from builders’ remedy

Proposed Development Plan

